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Bcra&@ and SecpheP= tried to in&pm quahtiveiy changes in the 
distnbPtianoftbeliquidphasel~~onthesdidsupportaccordiragtothe 
equilibrated thin w liquid model proposed by Gim. However, 
thy~noattanpttodevdopaqpaatitativerdationsbipbetweeathespccisc 
smfacc,arcaoftheliquidphaseortbesolidsupportaadtheliquidloadingonthe 
basis of this modd Nikolov and co-worhrP~t637 swxsfhlly derived a se& 
~~cquationfordescribiilgthe~~inthespccificsurfactartaofttrt 
Ii&i phase with variation ie the liquid loading wheit some liquid phases were 
loaded on commc&ally availabk solid supports T&is equation has the SignScant 
disadvantage that some unknown constants must be de- cxpehentally, 
and this may prevent the equation from becoming gcnaally used. 

We have previously reported that the retention volume of the sohte, mezmred 
at low liquid had&s, could be interpref& quantitatively fairly well by considering 
the amtriiutions of adsorption equilibria betwen the dean surface of the solid 
support and the monolayer of the liquid phase spread on its surfac#. In this papm, 
the equalions ibat dcscrii the quantitative r&tionship between the retention 
volume of the solute and the liquid loading will bc de~eIopcd by ooosidcring the 
heterogeneous adsorptivitics of the solid support surface and diSiit sources of the 
solute rctaaion on the basis of the possiik distriitioa of the liquid phase OEI the 
solid support. Mod&d ahtmin~ a solid support with a large adso@vity, was used 
inOrdert0 ensure maximal adsOrption ects on the retention of the sdute. The 
soIutcs used were hydrocarb us that were not subject to hcvcrsii adsorption or 
catalytic reactions on the solid support s&&cc. T+ro commcr&lly amilabk liquid 
p~~neDC~andOronitepo~l2%~usedasan~~rad 
a weakly polar liquid p+sm, mp&ivdy, without the possMity of unusual inter- 
actions with the solutes 
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RESUL’LS AND DlXUSSION 

When Chromosorb P was used as the solid support, graphs of retention 

volume against liquid loading were linear for each solute-liquid phase pair, except 
at 

to 

very low liquid loadings (F@ 1 and 2). 
Such linear graphs suggest that bulk solution partition is the maiu contributor 

solute retention, aWhou&#l the straight lines have small positive intercepts on the 
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loading, and reached a constant value near unity at very low liquid loading. This
result indicates that, in the range where the relative retention is held constant, bulk
solution partition is the major contributor to the retention of the solute. On using
the modified alumina support, the relative retention decreased more rapidly for
silicone DC 200 than for Oronite polybutene 128 with increasing the liquid loading;
it became constant at about 12 wt.- %loading of silicone DC 200 but had not become
constant even at 20 wt.- % loading of arenite polybutene 128. The distribution of the
liquid phase on the modified alumina became similar to that on Chromosorb P when
silicone DC 200 was loaded at a liquid loading higher than 12 wt.- %, corresponding
region 4 in Fig. 5. When Oronite polybutene 128 was loaded on to the modified
alumina, Fig. 8 shows that further liquid loading leads to the appearance of region
4. Thus, when the liquid loading is greater than that required for complete coverage
of the solid support with a monolayer, the liquid phase is considered to expand as a
bulk liquid-like layer on the homogeneous surface of the monolayer with increasing
the liquid loading. At these loadings, the contribution of adsorption on the mono
layer surface to the solute retention decreases and that of bulk solution partition in
creases. The occurrence of a predominating contribution of bulk solution partition
to the retention of the solute indicates the achievement of complete coverage of the
solid support surface with the liquid phase as a bulk liquid-like layer. The WLZ/Ws

value obtained for silicone DC 200 can be regarded as the liquid loading required for
such complete coverage. A further increase in the liquid loading causes only an in
crease in the thickness of the bulk liquid-like layer covering the solid support
surface.

From these considerations, the retention mechanism can be discussed on the
basis of the four different models for distribution of the liquid phase on the modified
alumina support, depending on the liquid loading. As mentioned above, the surface
of the modified alumina support is assumed to consist of two different subsurfaces,
surface I with a large and surface 2 with a small adsorptivity.

In region 1, surface I (surface area: Al = (}'I Ws) is considered to be partly
covered with the liquid phase as a monolayer. Using the relation where the total
surface area of the solid support in the column, A~ = (}'o W., is equals to the sum of
surface area of surfaces I and 2, Al + A 2 , and using the surface area of the monolayer,
A L , the following equations can be written:

(4)

and

(5)

where WL is the total weight of the liquid phase in the column. An apparent
adsorptivity of the solid support surface, KsA~, which is equal to the retention
volume observed at zero liquid loading, VR O , can be written by using the intrinsic
adsorptivities of two subsurfaces, KIA I for surface 1 and K2A2 for surface 2:

(6)

Considering that effects of adsorption equilibria on surface I (surface area: A I-A L ) ,





TN&E III 

Kp. VALUES CALCULATED FROM THE SLOPE OF THE -EFF LINE IN REGION 
1 AND -ON VOLUMES OF THE SOLVIP AT ZERO LIQUID LOADING, YdW, 
sdidrupport:modi6edrhrrnira. 
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This approach to the qQmitative interprepation of the re~tioll Ine&anism 
iaGLccanbeexpectedtoprovidcinformationon~ehetetogeatityinthtsmfacc 
properties of the solid, and studies on this aspect are now in progress. 
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